Abstract. In order to improve the performance of propeller，the propeller efficiency optimization method under the off-designed conditions were studied. Taking the open water efficiency around the designed velocity of parent propeller as the objective function, taking the radial distribution of pitch ratio as the optimization variables and taking the thrust and the cavitation performance of the propeller as the constraints and the optimization mathematical model was established. The panel method was used to solve the hydrodynamic performance of propeller and the cavitation performance was described by the BaiLiEr merchant margin line. Based on the simple genetic algorithm, the optimized radial distribution of the pitch ratio was solved. The optimized results show that due to the changes of ship speed the method which takes the efficiency of design velocity as the objective function fails to achieve the expected energy-saving. And the multiple operating points corresponding efficiency around designed speed was supposed to considered.
Introduction
The design of effective ship propeller has been the key problem on the research of ship hydrodynamics. Currently, to obtain the maximum efficiency design and optimization of ship propeller are usually carried on under the design speed. The designers take the existing mature theory or optimization algorithm to optimize the design of the propeller considering one or more elements of propeller, such as optimizing the distribution of pitch, the blade profile shape optimization [1, 5] etc.
However, the practice shows that simply considering the design speed, the optimization design of propeller often falls flat in the process of actual operation. The reason is that due to wind, wave, streams and changes in ship displacement, the advance coefficient of propeller cannot be maintained at design conditions. As a result the propeller cannot always work at optimal efficiency.
Thus, further optimization of propeller design is necessary. This requires propeller efficiency optimal within a certain range of design advance coefficient, and taking it as the optimization objective function to optimize the design of propeller.
The simple genetic algorithm combined with the weighted sum method is applied for analyzing these problems, and the propeller optimization design methods considering non-design conditions are initially established in this paper.
Propeller optimization mathematical model

Optimization objective function
The open water efficiency curve for a parent type propeller is shown as Fig.1， 
in the neighborhood of ( )
, o U J ∆ compose the optimization objective function.
Fig.1 Open water efficiency of propeller
The optimization design variables In this paper, radial pitch ratio distribution P (R) /D is regarded as the optimization design variable. In order to the uniform distribution of the optimized pitch ratio along the radial direction, the pitch ratio distribution curve along the radial is described by the linear perturbation method based on Hicks-Henne shape function [6] shown in equation (2) .
.0. For a radial distribution curves of pitch k=6 is available. The optimization variables are six control parameters of the pitch distribution curve. The form of the control parameters is like 1 2 6 , , , a a a  . The constraints are to meet the propeller cavitation performance and strength requirement. The strength requirement just ensure that the blade thickness is not less than the parent paddle, and propeller cavitation performance is forecast by the use of Bo-Lier merchant Limit Line [7] .
Therefore, a mathematical model of optimum design of the propeller can be expressed as equation (3) ( )
max , , , , 1,2, , 
The constraint conditions
The g 1 is cavitation constraints. The g 2 is trust constraints and g 3 is torque constraints. In the
To and K Qo is respectively the trust coefficient and torque coefficient of parent propeller.
Determination of the objective function
The variation of velocity within a certain range should be considered in this problem. Where the J i and J 0 respectively correspond to the actual speed V S and the design speed V 0 .
Due to the voyage time with different speed is different, so the efficiency under different speed contribution to its performance is different too. Therefore, the corresponding weights k ω on the efficiency of different speed can be set and of the objective function is multiplied by the corresponding weight value k ω , and then add them up to construct a new function z (x). Thus the optimization problem of multiple objective functions into a single objective function z (x) optimization problem. As a result, the optimization problem of multiple objective functions f i will be transformed into a single objective function z (x) optimization problem.
Assuming ship speed curve over time is shown in Fig. 2 . Measured once every interval t, the total measurement time is T. In the time range T within the variation range of true speed 
The V S (t) is a continuous random variable, and the probability ( ) ( ) S k P V t r ∈ of actual speed V S (t) distribution in subsets k can be determined according to Fig.3 . Actual speed change curve "residence" in the subset within r k is composed of three parts, 1 t δ ， 2 t δ and 3 t δ . Then, the probability of ship speed distribution can be obtained after the determination of the probability ( ) ( )
as shown in Table 1 .
Due to the range of Rv is relatively small during actual operation of the ship, so when N is large enough,
∈ is reasonable. Wherein the V rk represents the midpoint of r k , then the approximate discrete speed distribution law can be obtained as shown in Table 2 ( ) ( )
Table1 The probability distribution of the change speed Table 2 The discipline of speed distribution
Equation (6) can be obtained by equation (4) . Therefore, for the optimization model determined by equation (3), the weight value i ω can be calculated according to the equation (7) when the multi-objective optimization problems are solved by the weighted sum method.
The equation (8) is obviously believable according to equation (5), thus the objective equation can be rebuilt into equation (9).
（10）
In addition, for continuous random variable V S (T)
, if the speed with time curve is not given as shown in Fig.2 , but the probability density function
is available, the probability of actual speed can be calculated by equation (10).
Optimization methods
Simple genetic algorithm (SGA) was chosen to optimize the calculation in this paper. When the model is solved by SGA algorithm, six variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . .., a 6 are encoded. If cannot meet the constraint conditions, the adaptive value is zero when the individual by adaptive value. Weight and function value are obtained according to equations (9) and the individual is divided by adaptive value according to equation (11), among them c min = 0.1. 
Wherein, c min is the minimum estimation of the objective function. Others operation parameters are set as follow.
The population size M = 50. The biggest evolution algebra T = 20. The crossover probability Pc = 0.9. The mutation probability Pm = 0.1.
Optimization example and results analysis
Optimization example
The AU5 65 − propeller is used as the parent form, and the initial value of pitch ratio curve of radial distribution P(r) 0 / D is set according to the plan in Table 3 . 
（13）
Because the exact speed V S (t) changes with time and the probability density function after statistical analysis are unavailable in this paper. For this example, assuming the change of the actual speed V S (t) obey the normal distribution because of the influence of wind, wave and flow leads to,
µ is the location parameter, namely, it is the distribution of expectations. σ is the scale parameter, namely it is the standard deviation of the distribution, which size can express the random variable V S (t) concentration distribution near the expectations V 0 . σ is more smaller, the concentration is more higher.
In this example,
can be calculated by the equation (14).
Wherein, Table 4 . Table 4 shows that the advance coefficient of halfway point of subset interval is same as the advance coefficient value of five objective functions.
And the known normal distribution density function is equation (15).
According to the standard normal distribution table, cumulative interval distribution value is shown in Table 5 . According to Table 5 the speed change distribution probability of Table 1 can be calculated as shown in Table 6 . Finally, the weight value of five objective functions is shown in Table 7 in this example.
Finally the objective function can be expressed as equation (16). (14) the objective function value can be calculated and the initial pitch curve can be determined, therefore the model can be optimized based on SGA algorithm according to the optimization process of Fig.4 . Variations of genetic optimization objective function are shown in Fig.4 . Compared with the original propeller, single objective optimization has increased by 0.62%, while the multi-objective optimization has improved by 0.986%. 
Conclusions
In this paper, based on the simple genetic algorithm combined with the weighted sum method, the optimization method considered off-design points efficiency is established. Taking AU5-65 atlas as original propeller, optimization design is carried out. The comparison results show that, 1) Whether considering the efficiency of design point or the efficiency within the scope of the point of design conditions, the propeller efficiency has improved in some extent compared with the original map, which illustrates that propeller performance of atlas design exist optimization space.
2) Optimizing by considering the efficiency within the scope of design conditions, the weight values play a decisive role in the optimized effect, while the weight values depend on the statistical results of ship speed distribution in the process of operation.
3) If only the efficiency of the design point is considered, the optimization effect in the process of actual operation will be significantly lower, while the optimization effect is better by considering the efficiency within the scope of design conditions. The work of this paper tries to optimize propeller design considered off-design conditions. The purpose is to establish a new optimization idea and method. Only radial distribution of pitch ratio is selected as the design variables and the optimization goal also only choose the efficiency. The further step is to study multivariate multi-objective optimal design problems.
